To meet the challenging key performance indicators of the fifth generation (5G) system, the network infrastructure becomes more heterogeneous and complex. This will bring a high pressure on the reduction of OPEX and the improvement of the user experience. Hence, shifting today's manual and semi-automatic network management into an autonomic and intelligent framework will play a vital role in the upcoming 5G system. Based on the cutting-edge technologies, such as Software-Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization, a novel management framework upon the software-defined and Virtualized Network is proposed by EU H2020 SELFNET project. In the paper, the reference architecture of SELFNET, which is
Introduction
As of today, the proliferation of smart phones and tablet computers impose an exponential growth of mobile traffic, which is estimated to increase 1000 times in comparison with that of 2010 [1, 2] . Besides, the emergence of new devices and services, such as wearable electronics, self-driving automobiles, virtual and augmented reality, 3D video, and Machineto-Machine communications, will bring more challenging and far stricter key performance indicators (KPIs) on huge capacity, massive-connection provision, ultra-low latency, and ultra-reliability. Definitely, such KPIs are impossible to be satisfied by the current 4G cellular systems, which are designed for mobile voice and ordinary Internet access. This motivates the research and development activities of the fifth generation (5G) communication system. To meet these requirements, the following evolutions are envisioned: (1) the system architecture transforming from homogeneity to heterogeneity, which consists of Marco-Cell, Small Cell, Moving Cell, Relaying, and Device-to-Device links; (2) new paradigms of spectrum utilization, such as dynamic spectrum access and cognitive radio, Licensed-Share Access, License-Assisted Access, and higher frequency at millimeter wave spectrum bands, which should be applied, rather than the legacy statically spectral allocation; (3) cutting-edge transmission technologies, such as massive and distributed MIMO, Coordinated Multiple Point (CoMP), and Filter-Bank Multicarrier (FBMC), which are potentially to be used; (4) not only the new Radio Access Technology which will be defined but also the legacy 3G/4G, Wi-Fi, and even Fixed-Mobile Convergence (FMC) which should be covered by the 5G system, which is the distinct feature. In a nutshell, the 5G system will become extreme complex in order to meet the user requirements and the challenging KPIs. However, this complexity will suffer from difficult, costly, and time-consuming network management under today's manual or semi-automatic approaches. Currently, in financial terms, the cost of mobile operators on operational expenditure (OPEX) is three times that of capital expenditure (CAPEX) [3] . In the 5G system, it can be foreseen that the reduction of OPEX will become more challenging, but at the same time more critical. On the other hand, the manual and semi-automatic management approaches are hard to make full use of the resources within 5G infrastructures to provide the required quality-of-experience (QoE) in terms of service availability, continuity, security, and reliability.
In this context, the EU H2020 SELFNET project [4] will design and implement a highly autonomic management framework to provide network intelligence and selforganizing capability for 5G mobile network infrastructures. By reactive and (more importantly) proactive detecting and mitigating a range of common network problems, currently manually addressed by network administrators, SELFNET can significantly reduce OPEX and substantially improve the user experience.
By exploring the integration of cutting-edge technologies, such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Self-Organizing Network (SON), Cloud Computing, and Artificial Intelligence, SELFNET can provide a scalable, extensible, and smart network management system. The framework will assist network operators to simplify the key management tasks and save the man power. For example, SDN/NFV sensors that can monitor the network and SDN/NFV actuators that can perform corrective and preventive actions to mitigate existing or potential network problems can be automatically deployed. SELFNET aims to address three major network management concerns. That is, providing self-protection capabilities against distributed cyber-attacks, self-healing capabilities against network failures, and self-optimization features to dynamically improve the performance of the network and the QoE of the end users. The facilities provided by SELFNET will provide the foundations for delivering some of the 5G requirements defined by the 5G-PPP initiative [5] .
In this paper, the system architecture proposed by SELF-NET project and its associated issues will be presented. Section 2 gives the background of SELFNET related to other existing work and initiatives, in particular from the perspective of 5G PPP. Section 3 provides the standard foundations of SELFNET's architecture. In Section 4, the reference architecture is depicted in detail, which is divided into 6 parts: Infrastructure Layer, Virtualized Network Layer, SON Control Layer, SON Autonomic Layer, NFV Orchestration and Management Layer, and Access Layer. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Related Work
The SELFNET project will build upon cutting-edge technologies in software networking, especially Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) research within the EU and globally, and further develop existing and emerging SDN/NFV facilities and services for 5G mobile networks. Research in recent years in the area of SDN has resulted in a paradigm shift in the way network operations are planned and deployed. SDN separates the data and control planes in network devices and establishes a centralized control of the network. SDN is complemented by NFV, which allows the deployment of Virtualized Network Functions (e.g., load balancers and firewalls) as virtual instances over commodity hardware, thereby substantially reducing capital and operational costs.
One of the main strands of recent SDN research has been to extend its application to wireless and mobile environments. Proposals in this area have encompassed Software-Defined Wireless Networks [6, 7] , Wireless Mesh Software-Defined Networks [8] , and mobile technologies, particularly Long Term Evolution (LTE) [9, 10] . Naudts et al. [11] highlighted the technoeconomic case for the transition to an SDN based mobile network infrastructure supported by claimed capital expenditure savings, compared to traditional infrastructures, ranging from almost 14% with SDN alone and up to 58% when a virtualized shared SDN is considered. Some examples of proposals for SDN integration with mobile networks include the deployment of radio access base stations [12] and LTE network components [13] into cloud environments.
Separation of Control and Data Planes in SDN has enabled the development of NFV [14] , which supports the deployment of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs). These network functions are completely designed in software and operate on generic hardware, reducing reliance on expensive proprietary hardware. This generic hardware can be abstracted to provide virtual computation, storage, or other virtual network resources while providing higher levels of redundancy, elasticity, and compatibility than traditional network architectures. Experimentation in this area has been aided by the integration of SDN and NFV within NetOS [15] which underpins a vision based on software, where any virtual functions can be added, managed, moved, and updated efficiently. NetOS contains the basic SDN and NFV building blocks needed to facilitate higher level coordinated Management and Orchestration functions envisaged in the SELFNET proposal.
The complementary nature of SDN and NFV technologies has been leveraged in recent proposals such as the virtual machine migration scheme from Cannistra et al. [16] that uses an SDN/NFV arrangement to maintain service availability during migration. In the EmPOWER [17] project a 30-node testbed with integral monitoring tools has been built to facilitate SDN/NFV experimentation in the area of energy consumption of Wi-Fi networks.
There are a number of existing EU and international projects utilizing SDN and/or NFV technologies. Among the existing projects, some have focused on deploying largescale Pan-European and even transcontinental SDN/NFV testbeds; high-profile examples include FED4FIRE [18] , OFE-LIA [19] , BonFIRE [20] , FELIX-EU [21] , and SMART-FIRE [22] . In terms of current state of the art, all of these testbeds may be viewed as facilitators of innovative experimentation. SELFNET may, where possible, make use of these existing EU testbed infrastructures to facilitate experimentation, evaluation, and validation of both individual SELFNET components and the entire SELFNET framework.
Of the other large-scale projects in this area, some have investigated use cases in the SDN domain (e.g., CITYFLOW [23] , ALIEN [24] , NetIDE [25] , and NetVolution [26] ) and others have proposed NFV solutions to specific use cases (e.g., PRISTINE [27] , CloudNFV [28] , and MCN [29] ). Only a few projects have addressed the issue of SDN/NFV coordination and deployment (e.g., T-NOVA [30] and UNIFY [31] ). Nevertheless, none of the existing projects has achieved a fully integrated and coordinated SDN-NFV solution in particular for managing 5G mobile networks as proposed in SELFNET.
Apart from SDN and NFV, SELFNET further explores Self-Organizing Networks (SON) for automatic 5G network management tasks. SON solutions in LTE (or LTE-Advanced) networks are typically classified into three categories including self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing [32] . Self-configuration refers to the dynamic plug-andplay configuration capability of newly deployed LTE eNBs, whilst self-optimization enables already deployed eNBs to automatically adapt to radio conditions and network loads. The self-healing function attempts to recover from temporary bottlenecks or failures in the network, for example, eNB outage.
Few EU projects have explicitly considered any aspects of SON; CROWD [33] is a noticeable example in this category, focusing on fine-tuning capacity, optimizing Medium Access Control (MAC) for LTE and Wi-Fi, and managing energy efficiency and connectivity in dense networks. It is noted that existing work on SON has been concentrating on the low network protocol stack layers (primarily the physical and MAC layers). In contrast, SELFNET targets high-level SON management functions in terms of self-healing, selfprotection, and self-optimization, mainly based on the network and upper layer, and thus is largely independent of specific physical or MAC layers (although cross-layer design involving the low layers has also been taken into account). This approach ensures that SELFNET will be future-proof as 5G air interface and MAC schemes have not been defined yet. Moreover, SELFNET SON will operate in the Software-Defined and Virtualized Network domain and thus can be compatible with non-3GPP systems. In addition, SELFNET SON is expected to be complementary to low-level SON functions, for example, those in 3GPP networks.
SELFNET aims to generate a significant impact on the development of 5G, mainly in societal, operational, and innovation levels.
At societal level, SELFNET will contribute by enabling ubiquitous, robust, and continuous service access for subscribers underpinned by a reliable self-managing network. SELFNET will perform QoE oriented self-optimization of the network traffic, especially video traffic. SELFNET will also be able to provide early reactive (or in certain cases proactive) responses against cyber-attacks and therefore effectively reduce the number of attacks reaching the target destination, in concordance with the security requirements of 5G. In addition, autonomic management when combined with SDN and NFV in SELFNET will help to reduce the number of physical devices and the usage of existing devices, therefore reducing the energy consumption.
At operational level, the scalability and extensibility in SELFNET will also help to decrease the capital and operational costs directly related to deployment and management of new network functions. Consequently, SELFNET contributes to reduce the TCO of the network infrastructure, according to the management and operation requirements of 5G. Additionally, through automation, SELFNET will reduce the lifecycle of creating and deploying new service, a KPI proposed by 5G PPP.
At innovation capacity and knowledge integration level, SELFNET will open up a wide range of opportunities in low density areas, facilitating the prompt and cost-effective creation and deployment of Virtualized Network Functions without any significant investment. SELFNET will also provide a new innovative business ecosystem based on open APIs and software, which will allow operators to lease resources on demand.
SELFNET Architectural Standard Foundations
The specification of the SELFNET architecture takes into account all the requirements expressed by the SELFNET use cases and is aligned with the most relevant standards which are the foundations of the project: ETSI NFV [34] , Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [35] , and TMForum [36] . NFV [34] is the ETSI group devoted to standardize the virtualization of Networks Functions (NFs). It intends to define the complete architecture required to accommodate the challenges of the new virtualization paradigm. The architecture covers runtime and management aspects, capable of managing the entire lifecycle of a Virtual Network Function (VNF). Furthermore, it also comprises the management of Network Services (NS), which are built by orchestrating multiple VNFs, according to a Forwarding Graph (FG), using a catalog-driven approach.
ONF [35] is self-described as "an organization devoted to promote the utilization of software-defined technologies to program the network." Following a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) approach, the network is separated into three different parts: the user-data plane, the controller plane, and the control plane. The user-data plane is responsible for forwarding the user traffic, while the controller plane is composed of SDN controllers which provide high-level APIs to the control plane above. The control plane is responsible for programming the network, easing the creation of new applications and speeding up the rollout of new services.
The TeleManagement Forum (TMForum) is a telecom industry association devoted to provide guidelines to help operators to create and deliver profitable services. One of the biggest TMForum achievements is the definition of a complete telecom business process (eTOM) and application (TAM) maps, including all activities related to an operator, from the services design to the runtime operation, considering assurance, charging, and billing of the customer, among others. In order to accommodate the SDN/NFV impacts, the TMForum has created the Zero-Touch Orchestration, Operations and Management (ZOOM) program [36] , which intends to build more dynamic support systems, fostering service and business agility.
ETSI NFV.
The creation of ETSI NFV [34] intended to bring to the telecom operations domain some IT (Information Technology) tools, in order to take advantage of cloud principles, like on-demand, agility, scalability, or payas-you-go (PAYG), among others. The hardware and software decoupling and the consequent utilization of Common Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware can also be applied on network functions, leading to a cost reduction and vendor independency.
The first basic step to take towards NFV is the "cloudification" of network functions (NFs). For this, the network function has to be implemented apart from a dedicated/specialized hardware and to be able to run on top of COTS hardware. Typical examples of VNFs are common routers or firewalls but can also be mobile or fixed components, like P-GWs, eNBs, or OLTs. Figure 1 depicts this simple concept.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the resulting VNF has the very same set of features as the equivalent Physical Network Functions (PNFs). However, the "cloudification" may also lead vendors to reshape their offers, in order to accommodate them to the cloud environment. This way, multiple PNFs can be collapsed into a single VNF; one PNF can be separated into multiple VNFs, or any other N : M mapping. These changes can also be decided in order to optimize resources or to improve the management of the function.
The "cloudification" of network functions can be further enhanced by using the Management and Orchestration environment. In such case, the platform manages the entire lifecycle of VNFs, not only performing the deployment and disposal but also managing the runtime operation, by migrating or scaling in/out VNFs, according to the function load, and making a more efficient use of resources. Such platform is also able to orchestrate combinations of VNFs according to a given Forwarding Graph (FG), in order to create more complex Network Services (NS). Figure 2 depicts a simplified version of the full ETSI NFV architecture. In the left side, the execution and control (runtime) operations can be seen, while the right side shows Management and Orchestration. The bottom left shows the virtual infrastructure, which comprises hardware resources (COTS), the virtualization layer (hypervisors like KVM or VMware), and the virtual resources (e.g., VMs and VLANs). VNFs run on top of one or multiple VMs and using virtual network resources. On the top left, the Management Support Services (OSSs/BSSs) interact with the Management and Orchestration (right side) and with the VNFs. In the right, on the bottom, the Virtual Infrastructure Management (VIM) (e.g., OpenStack) interacts with the NFVI (hypervisor) to manage resources. On the top right, the Orchestrator and Management (MANO) manages the complete lifecycle of VNFs and orchestrate NSs.
ONF SDN.
SDN intends to make the network simpler, more flexible, and more programmable. For that purpose, the SDN architecture splits the network functions into three parts: the user-data plane, the controller plane, and the control plane. The user-data plane (or Data Plane) is composed of dumb switching Network Elements (NEs), responsible for forwarding the user traffic according to basic commands received from the north (controller) interface. The controller plane is composed of SDN controllers, which provide basic commands to the south (user-data) and high-level APIs to the north (Control or Application Plane). Controller APIs are abstractions used to program the network, speeding up the creation of new services. Figure 3 depicts the basic SDN concept. In the figure, it is assumed that the starting point is not a traditional PNF relying on a dedicated hardware but an already Virtualized NF (VNF), as described in the section above. Overall, the NE's forwarding process is fully commanded by the applications, which use high-level APIs provided by the SDN controllers. The SDN controllers interact with the NEs through low-level southbound APIs to enforce basic forwarding rules, using Command Line Interface (CLI) scripting, or protocols like Netconf [37] or the most recent OpenFlow [38] . SDN controllers provide a northbound interface, abstracting the programmer from the network details and making simpler the network service creation. This is the key advantage of the SDN model. Figure 3 shows the evolution from the traditional to an SDN based approach. The transformation has not to be done using a 1 : 1 mapping. This means that a VNF may not move directly to the SDN paradigm by splitting itself into three parts. In fact, a single VNF can result into multiple NEs and even multiple applications (an N : N mapping).
An example of "SDNification" is illustrated in Figure 4 . The original scenario is a set of already virtualized routers. Each router has IPv4 and IPv6 forwarding feature as well as many others, like traditional routing protocols, for example, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). On top of that, operators can configure the routers and build services like IPv4 connectivity, IPv6 connectivity, or enterprise VPNs, among others. Moving to the SDN paradigm, control and forwarding planes are decoupled. On the bottom, NEs are deployed with forwarding-only capabilities, applied according to the policies provided by the control plane. Control logic is implemented on the top, for example, OSPF, BGP, and all the service logic that permits the provisioning of a new access, a new VPN site, or VPN. In this particular case, there is an N : N mapping between the control plane (SDN Apps) and the user-data plane (NEs); that is, multiple applications implement different services on top of a set of NEs. NEs can be virtual software switches (e.g., OpenVSwitch [39] ) or powerful hardware-specific switches. separated, combined they have extra value. The NFV technology brings the possibility of creating new network functions on-demand, placing them on the most suitable locations and using the most appropriate amount of resources. However, this requires the SDN to be able to adjust the network accordingly, enabling network (re)configuration (programmability) and (re)sequencing (chaining). As NFV and SDN come from different Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs), at the time of writing this paper, there is no combined architecture. For this reason, this section aims to seamlessly integrate NFV and SDN for the SELFNET project. We will take the ETSI NFV architecture as a baseline and will introduce the SDN paradigm.
Combining
Firstly, the ETSI NFV architecture, depicted in Figure 2 , shows the VNFs (in the left part), which represent the Virtualized Network Functions. Next, according to the SDN model, depicted in Figure 3 , the monolithic VNF is separated into three parts. Finally, combining both concepts, it results in the architecture depicted in Figure 5 .
The combined architecture is compliant with the one defined by the ETSI NFV, while a few changes are introduced to accommodate the SDN concept. The naming of the architectural components is another issue that needs to be decided, since similar boxes have different names, depending on whether one looks at them from the NFV or the SDN perspective.
In order to consider "legacy" components (non-NFV and non-SDN), we kept the physical NFs in the leftmost side of the dashed red square of the architecture, meaning that we may have Physical Network Functions (PNFs), which do not apply the NFV and SDN models. The same way, one may have Virtualized NFs (VNFs) with no SDN capabilities. For those, the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) naming is kept, as shown in the rightmost side of the dashed red square. In the middle, all components are SDN-aware, meaning that they are split into three layers. In the bottom layer (user-data plane) there are the Network Elements (NEs), which can be Physical Network Elements (PNEs) or Virtual Network Elements (VNEs). In this case, the names are chosen from the SDN world, since they describe the roles they are performing more clearly. On the controller layer, it is assumed that SELFNET may have multiple controllers at different levels, naming all of them as SDN controllers (SDN Ctrl). Finally, for the control layer, we used the naming SDN application (SDN App). This case does not specify if it is virtual or physical as it can be both, although it is believed that this layer will be mostly populated by virtual applications, considering that hardware specific is declining.
SELFNET Reference Architecture
Herein, the SELFNET reference architecture is defined with all architectural design considerations to meet 5G requirements and visions taken into account. 4.1. Architecture Overview. Self-organizing capabilities over 5G networks are provided by means of an architecture based on five differentiated layers as detailed in Figure 6 .
The following logical high-level scopes are defined for each architectural layer: International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks The layer is composed of a number of NFs interconnected in a designed topology in order to provide the functionalities required by the user. In the context of SELFNET, all NFs will be virtual and they will be chained across the virtual network topology.
(iii) SON Control Layer. It contains the applications that will enable the collection of data from sensors deployed through the entire system (SON Sensors) and the applications that will be responsible for enforcing actions into the network (SON Actuators) as part of the enabling mechanisms to provide network intelligence in 5G networks. SON Control Layer and Virtualized Network Layer have associated Control and Data Planes of the network. These planes are not represented in Figure 6 but are shown in Figure 5 .
(iv) SON Autonomic Layer. It provides the mechanisms to provide the network intelligence. It collects pertinent information about the network behaviour, uses that information to diagnose the network condition, and decides what must be done to accomplish the system goals. It then guarantees the organized enforcement of the actions that are determined.
(v) NFV Orchestration and Management Layer. It corresponds to ETSI MANO layer and to its basic functions: VNFs orchestration and VIM and VNF management. It includes the management of the data centers virtual infrastructure, as well as the interdata center network, also known as WAN (Wide Area Network).
(vi) SON Access Layer. It encompasses the interface functions that are exposed by the framework. Despite the fact that internal components may have specific interfaces for the particular scope of their functions, these components contribute to a general SON API that exposes all aspects of the autonomic framework, which are "used" by external actors, like Business Support Systems or Operational Support Systems.
Infrastructure Layer.
The infrastructure Layer envisioned in SELFNET has been intentionally aligned with the information available so far in terms of the architectural designs, principles, and components of 5G networks. SELF-NET architecture has been designed to be as flexible as possible in order to deal with later modifications over such architectural decisions as part of the natural evolution of 5G networks.
The SELFNET infrastructure has been divided into different sublayers to split the functionality of the infrastructure in different architectural components. Figure 7 provides an overview of the Infrastructure Layer.
Physical Sublayer. SELFNET infrastructure is based on the principles of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). A central data center is deployed providing high computational and communicational capabilities, whereas a large number of smaller data centers, located in the network edges and connected to the central data center, provide restricted and specific computational and communicational capabilities. It has been represented in Figure 7 with the central part and the edge parts of the figure, respectively. A logical location has been defined as a way to logically control where different services are allocated within the architecture. However, from the deployment point of view, such logical location can be allocated either in different physical locations geographically separated or within the same physical location. This concept would provide SELFNET with the flexibility to cope with the requirements posed by a large number of infrastructure deployments covering traditional 4G deployments and emerging cloud-RAN 5G deployments.
Communications between different elements of the infrastructure has to be considered from two different angles: physical and virtual connectivity. The physical connectivity to establish communications between different edge locations and the central data center will be assumed by SELFNET using either existing/traditional communication channels or assuming a natural evolution of those communication channels to face the KPIs imposed by 5G networks. SELFNET is not going to explore any innovation in the data plane of these communications channels. An architectural decision that could take significant impact in terms of performance is to consider the usage of a high-end hardware switches with SDN support in the connectivity between edges and data center to enable efficient data processing rates. This is an optional aspect to be analysed in SELFNET.
Virtualization Sublayer. On top of the Physical Sublayer, SELFNET framework will use a Virtualization Sublayer to provide the capability of providing virtual infrastructures on top of physical ones in order to enhance the management, isolation, and consolidation of computational resources. This sublayer is envisioned as an interoperable and interchangeable layer where different virtualization technologies (hypervisors) can be plugged and accessed by means of an abstraction access technology. This sublayer will provide a significant number of added values within the SELFNET since it will enhance the reliability, security, and continuity of services. The virtual connectivity between different VMs will be performed using software-based switching solutions that enable the connectivity of different virtual machines.
Cloud Computing Sublayer. On the control plane, the Control Computing Sublayer will be able to provide multitenancy capabilities over the current virtualized infrastructure enabled by the lower layers. This multitenancy will enable different tenants to use resources in an isolated and controlled way within the same physical infrastructure. In essence, this sublayer will be in charge of managing the physical infrastructure and providing functionalities to create, delete, and administer virtual infrastructures in a multitenant domain. The optimization and control in the usage of physical resources within a truly multitenancy virtual infrastructure will significantly reduce capital costs and will be an the same network operator is providing services to multiple customers simultaneously.
SDN Controller Sublayer. The usage of SDN-enabled switches is an architectural decision of the SELFNET infrastructure due to the fact that it will enable SELFNET to deal with the management of Network Services at two different ends: control and data plane. The combination of software-based and hardware-based SDN-enabled switches is being considered within the SELFNET architecture to provide more alternatives in terms of architectural locations and flexibility to deploy SDN applications to better fit the purpose.
Virtualized Network Layer.
This layer represents the instantiation of a number of NFs and VMs interconnected in a designed topology in order to provide the functionalities required by the user. The Virtualized Network Layer is logically divided between Control and Data Planes and will be in charge of providing Virtualized Network Functions. This point is where Figure 5 can be used to refer to VNE and SDN App to denote data and control plane, respectively. Also, each application can be allocated in both data center and edge locations. In the data plane, VNE will provide services over the network traffic circulated through the virtual machines where such VNE is running. In the control plane, the usage of SDN controllers in order to plug different SDN applications with such a controller has been envisioned. The number of SDN controllers will depend on the performance required by each controller, the number of flows being processed, scalability requirements, and so forth. Therefore, conceptually SELFNET architecture has envisioned the differentiation of at least two logical places where SDN applications can be logically allocated: an edge SDN controller and a data center SDN controller, in order to provide a mechanism to control the allocation of the SDN applications within the 5G networks. It is worth mentioning that multitenancy support over the SDN applications running within the controller is an innovation that SELFNET will analyse in order to explore different ways to deal with the management aspect of SDN applications.
SON Control Layer.
This layer contains the applications that will enable the collection of data from sensors deployed through the entire system (SON Sensors) and the applications that will be responsible for enforcing actions into the network (SON Actuators) as part of the enabling mechanisms to provide network intelligence in 5G networks. Figure 8 depicts an overview of all the sublayers of the SON Control Layer. The SON Control Layer must deal with complex network architectures in the Data Function Sublayer and at the same time ease the management and deployment of novel services. To support these requirements two mechanisms play a pivotal role: the use of homogeneous Actuation APIs and the abstraction of network infrastructures to simplify Management and Orchestration. A policy-based interface can combine these two mechanisms integrating monitoring and control functionalities in a common language. The role of the SON Control Layer is to translate autonomic networkwide policies into specific network elements' configurations.
SON Data Function Sublayer. The SON Data Function Sublayer provides the VNEs executed in the data plane of all the components used by SELFNET framework. Although SDN concepts are of significant importance in the SELFNET approach, the fact that specific implementations of VNF may also integrate control logic (i.e., legacy routing equipment or standalone network functions) leads eventually to an additional classification of the VNF according to this aspect: VNF with no control plane named simply as VNE in SELFNET terminology according to Figure 5 and VNF with control plane. Depending on the API accessed, it can be considered an SDN-compliant VNE and proprietary VNE. The coexistence of all these options is expected to be the norm for the following years. This is why the reader can see different alternatives in Figure 8 . SDN Controllers Sublayer. This sublayer has already been explained in the infrastructure sublayer. In summary, it will enable the communication between the Control and Data Planes of the SON Sensors and Actuators in the same way that it enables the communications between any VNE and SDN Apps.
SON Control Function Sublayer. The Control Functions Sublayer consists of all the functionalities that are required to cope with the control of the instances available in the data plane. These functionalities will control VNEs using SDN Apps, proprietary control protocols, or management APIs to interact with the monolithic VNFs. Control Functions will be exposed through the SON Resource Access Sublayer in order to be able to orchestrate and control the VNF components.
SON Control Functions are required to support the following functionalities. Firstly, they provide the representation of the data plane resources in the context of the Orchestration and Management procedures; typically they provide the endpoints to be invoked for the integration and delivery of higher level sensing/actuation concepts. Secondly, they provide the mapping of the sensing and actuation commands onto the proper control commands according to the actual implementation of VNE.
Control Functions can be designed in different ways: virtual machines hosting a single application, physical computing resources hosting a number of applications, virtual computing resources hosting a number of applications, and so forth. SELFNET will provide flexibility for most of them and will try to provide support for the most appropriate design to fit its purpose efficiently. Accordingly, instantiation of a control function may involve deployment of a virtual machine, or provisioning of apps in application containers.
SON Resource Access Sublayer. The SON Resource Access Sublayer provides a homogeneous Sensing and Actuation API. It will make easier the integration of new SON Sensors and SON Actuators. In addition, it will enable the integration between the SON Autonomic Layer and this layer in order to enforce the autonomic decisions.
SON Autonomic Layer.
The SON Autonomic Layer is the topmost layer of the SELFNET architecture. This layer provides the mechanisms to provide network intelligence. The layer collects pertinent information about the network behaviour, uses that information to evaluate the network condition, diagnoses any pending/existing network issues, and decides what must be done to accomplish the system goals. It then guarantees the organized enforcement of the actions. In essence, the SON Autonomic Layer is split into four main sublayers: Monitor and Analyzer, Autonomic Management, Orchestrator, and VNFs Onboarding. These sublayers and their modules will be described in the upcoming subsections.
Monitor and Analyzer Sublayer. The main purpose of this sublayer is to provide a general overview of the framework that will be designed for monitoring and analysing the network behaviour or incidents. This sublayer is divided into three data processing levels, as shown in Figure 9 . Each of them is briefly described below.
The Monitor and Discovery stage collects and stores all data from SDN sensors and NFV sensors. In addition, it must detect and notice changes in devices and NFV sensors involved in SELFNET. The required information is provided by SON Control Layer and Virtualized Network Layer. At this point, information provided by SDN/NFV sensors is differentiated from SDN/NFV devices. This differentiation is to speed up the processing tasks and facilitate the later correlation/classification. Gathered information is treated by a Data Management System (DMS). The DMS manages a database containing all the collected information. Among DMS responsibilities are storing/querying, access/privacy control, or refresh DB content. It also involves removing obsolete entries, which do not correspond to the current state of the network. DMS also deals with orchestration of information distributed in different DBs or SELFNET regions, or with applying the required control access functions and privacy policies. The Aggregation Module performs aggregation and correlation of the low-level metrics provided by the Monitor and Discovery Module. This may involve performing different actions such as data normalization, verification, or correlation. In order to facilitate the later processing stages, redundant information will also be removed. At the end of this stage, aggregated, higher level metrics must be available at later stages of processing.
The goal of the Analyzer Module is the analysis of information provided by the Aggregation Module, thereby deriving information required for facilitating decision making. For this purpose, a comprehensive analysis of the information received is performed. Activities in this stage are divided into five main submodules: Identification, Assessment, Review, Prediction, and Situation Awareness as follows.
(i) Identification. It is the recognition of anomalous or suspicious SELFNET behaviours. Identified situations could match with different natures, such as deployment of new NFV or devices, congestion because of legitimate reasons, or suspicious threats labelled by self-protection sensors. Consequently, recognition of these events is required for allowing triggering selfoptimization, self-healing, or self-protection actions.
(ii) Assessment. Once a new/suspicious situation is identified, the Assessment Submodule evaluates its relevance; a value which summarizes its impact is calculated based on predefined HoNs. It is important to highlight that the assessment will differ depending on the use cases features. For example, if an attempt of intrusion is detected, the impact of the situation will be calculated by taking into account self-protection measures, such as kinds of intruders, methods, pre/post conditions, or preview of the threat evolution. The assessment is in direct relationship with the latter decision making stages and facilitates adopting SELFNET response in proportion with relevance.
(iii) Prediction. A forecast of the coming situations is provided by the Prediction Submodule. It considers the global state of the system, and particular situations triggered by the Identification Submodule. This allows making proactive decisions and a better understanding of the Situation Awareness on SELFNET.
(iv) Review. Whilst the Assessment Submodule deals with previously identified situations, this Review Submodule analyses the impact of decisions made. This allows an evaluation of whether to adopt decisions that will involve different course of action or to continue with the current strategies based on historical decisions for a similar scenario. Through such a review, it is also possible to improve the assessment of identified situations.
(v) Situation Awareness. It refers to the global situation of SELFNET but also displays particular events discovered on the previous processing stages. In order to enhance the behaviour of the coming processing stages, this Situation Awareness Submodule summarizes the information gathered and calculated by them.
Autonomic Management Sublayer. The Autonomic Management Sublayer can be regarded as the "brain" of the SELFNET framework, which takes advantage of mechanisms in the field of Self-Organizing Networks, artificial intelligence, data mining, and pattern recognition to enable autonomic and automated network management. As illustrated in Figure 10 , this sublayer will provide the capabilities of self-healing, selfprotection, and self-optimization by means of proactively and reactively dealing with existing and/or potential network problems. This sublayer also defines the Tactical Autonomic Language (TAL) that specifies the resolution strategies to guide the automatic actions provided. The Autonomic Management Sublayer consists of the following modules.
(i) Tactical Autonomic Language (TAL) includes the autonomic language and its associated library, which define the autonomic strategies inside the SELFNET framework.
(ii) Diagnostic Module takes advantage of artificial intelligence, data mining, and stochastic algorithms to provide intelligence in diagnosis of the network problems and provide the information of the best strategy to be taken. This will be achieved by using tactical strategies to determine the resolution actions to be taken in the network for the cases where no completely defined, well-known strategies about how to react exist. (iii) Decision Making Planner Module is in charge of deciding a set of corrective and preventive actions to deal with the identified and potential network problems, in both reactive and proactive manners, based on the incoming diagnostic information. For such purposes, this framework will interrogate the HoN Query Services in order to know the state of the network. This module will make use of two different approaches for providing a response. The first approach will be the direct application of the resolution strategies defined in the TAL. The second approach will be the integration of artificial intelligence algorithms guided by such tactical strategies in order to determine resolution actions to be taken in the network, even for the cases where there are not completely defined tactical strategies about how to react. (iv) Action Enforcer Module is responsible for providing a consistent and coherent scheduled set of actions to be enforced in the network infrastructure. For this purpose, this module will receive and recognize the messages provided by the Decision Making Planner and will validate, organize, and refine such messages by means of applying conflict detection and resolutions techniques, language refining techniques, and so forth, in order to provide an implementable plan ready to be enforced.
VNFs Onboarding Sublayer. The VNFs Onboarding Sublayer is composed of those VNF management functions, mechanisms, and tools responsible for the encapsulation of the SELFNET actuators and sensors into common and homogeneous VNFs. The main target of the VNFs Onboarding is therefore to provide a unified abstraction of the SELFNET VNFs while exposing common lifecycle management primitives to be used for automated deployment, configuration, reconfiguration, and termination of any VNF. This means that the VNFs Onboarding Sublayer should provide mechanisms and tools to containerize the developed SELFNET actuators and sensors into encapsulated VNFs that can be managed, configured, and controlled through common APIs. On top of this unified VNF abstraction that aims to standardize the way SELFNET actuators and sensors are stored, advertised, and used by the SELFNET platform, the VNF Onboarding also provides automated mechanisms and procedures for the deployment of the encapsulated VNFs into the virtualized infrastructure.
With respect to the standardized ETSI approach for VNF management and coordination, the VNF Onboarding sublayer advances the traditional ETSI NFV architecture and in particular the Management and Orchestration (MANO) part with the aim of enriching its well-defined APIs for a common management, configuration, and control of heterogeneous VNFs. In SELFNET, the goal is to containerize both VNF and EMS components of the ETSI NFV architecture to provide a common and uniform approach to lifecycle management across all the heterogeneous SELFNET sensors and actuators VNFs that will be developed. In addition, the enhancement of pure Management and Orchestration functions performed by MANO components (NFVO, VNFM, and VIM) will provide automated deployment and configuration functions for the encapsulated VNFs.
Orchestration Sublayer. The Orchestration Sublayer is in charge of the real deployment of the NFV and SDN Apps (mainly actuators and/or sensors depending on different use cases), following the specified instructions (action plans) from the Decision Making Planner Sublayer. As shown in Figure 11 , this sublayer is composed internally by three modules: the Orchestrator whose role is to receive and process action requests and implement the actions; the Application Manager who enables the Orchestrator with management capabilities of the VNE, SDN, and VNF Apps; and the Resources Manager who allows the management and configuration of infrastructural resources to support the actions of the Orchestrator. Further description of these elements is available below.
Orchestrator Module. Orchestrator Module consists of the following.
(i) Apps Deployment. It processes the received action plans from the Decision Enforcer module, resolves the dependency/order/priority among different actions, and executes the actions by calling and deploying the selected Apps to the right place at the right time. (ii) Resource Brokering. It provides a resource brokering service to optimize system-wide resource usage especially virtual/cloud resource brokering. This also ensures that the Apps are allocated with sufficient resources to execute their actions and fulfill their tasks.
The translation of the requirements in resources can be obtained through resource mapping algorithms. The result of the mapping algorithms is a workflow that after completion will fulfill the intent. Moreover, to execute the workflow, the Orchestrator will process the dependencies between the steps in the workflow so that an ordered list of steps is obtained. A single step can be an action on an application or infrastructure resource, which are available through the Application Manager and the Resources Manager, respectively.
Application Manager Module. The main role of the Application Manager is to manage the lifecycle of the Apps, thereby enabling the Orchestrator to install, remove, update, configure, start/restart, stop, or resume a selected App based on the action plan being executed. A uniform application layer is provided to the Orchestrator for executing the actions via deploying Apps. Moreover, the Application Manager maintains the current status of the Apps, which can be queried by the Orchestrator. This module deals with provisioning both of data layer artefacts that are not subject to virtual resource management but rely on deployment of application components in application container that may be in a VM provisioned in earlier steps and control layer artefacts that are linked with associated data layer resources via the appropriate control APIs and that are responsible for abstracting the NFV Apps under the Sensor/Actuator Abstraction API. To fulfil this set of events, the Application Manager will use processes common in IT environments to configure applications, such as configuration agents, specific protocols, automation tools, or scripts. Manager provides an abstract, uniform representation of available resources and their dependencies to facilitate the successful call, deployment, and operation of the Apps by the Orchestrator. Also as a part of its role, the Resources Manager is to provide an overview of the resources, which will equip the Orchestrator with service/application and resource mapping capabilities. The Resources Manager will have the means to discover and assess the availability and current load of resources. In addition, although this component has limited autonomy, it should still be able to perform automated management and optimization procedures, for example, releasing virtual resources that are idle for some time.
NFV Orchestration and Management
Layer. This layer contains the management capabilities to control both compute infrastructures and network infrastructures available in the architecture. Figure 12 shows graphically the different components available in this layer.
VIM Cloud Management Sublayer. The VIM is a multitenant service platform used in data centers to provide Cloud Computing services (e.g., Openstack). Through this platform tenants, previously registered in the platform, can request infrastructure resources such as computing, network, storage, or other supporting resources (e.g., load balancers and DNS). In NFV infrastructures, VIMs are used to manage data centers that can be in a central location or at the edge of the network, also known as PoPs. In SELFNET the VIM will provide the necessary resources for the provisioning of SDN Apps, VNFs, or other components deployed on top of COTS. At the north of VIM the Orchestration Sublayer, more specifically the Resources Manager, will request resources (e.g., VMs and internal virtual networks) that will be provisioned using hypervisors and SDN controllers.
WIM NFV Management Sublayer. The Wide Area Network Infrastructure Manager (WIM) is the Wide Area Network counterpart of the VIM. Likewise, it is a multitenant service platform used by network operators to control the networking services. In legacy environments, WIMs typically use technologies such as MPLS which were not designed to support NFV services. The movement to SDN in the WAN plays an important role to fulfill these novel services with heavier dynamic requirements. In SELFNET the WIM uses SDN controllers to provide dedicated and isolated virtual networks. These virtual networks, which enable the Virtualized Network Layer are requested at the north by the Resources Manager, part of the Orchestration Sublayer. This layer provides the enabling technologies to perform the deployment of new SDN Apps within the SELFNET framework by interfacing with the SDN Controller Sublayer. The SDN Apps running in this layer will be provided by a number of other layers of the SELFNET architecture. For example, in the NFV Orchestration and Management Layer will provide the SDN Apps for the management functionality to be able to control the topology of the Virtual Network Layer. Also, the SON Control Layer will contribute to this layer providing the SDN Apps for the monitoring of network metrics and for the enforcing of actions within the network. This layer will also provide support to perform the deployment of non-SDNcompliant control applications if it is appropriate to optimize the control plane of the architecture.
4.1.6. Access Layer. The Access Layer is located at the top of SELFNET architecture and is the interaction point between the service administrator and service platform, providing an abstraction to manage the service's lifecycle. As shown in Figure 13 , this layer is composed of a northbound API, divided into a set of APIs with very specific goals which are based on REST. A Web Graphical Interface (GI) is also provided.
SELFNET Northbound API Sublayer. The northbound APIs' main goal is to provide a network abstraction, that is, a uniform way of communication between the control layer and the user interface while producing an abstraction for GI interactions. The GI is heavily dependent on the REST API, and these components will interact with each other in order to favour a simple way of work hiding the complexity from the administrator. These APIs provide interfaces to control and manage the SELFNET's services lifecycle, divided into authentication, authorization and a Policy Decision Point (PDP), infrastructure overview, monitoring, service composition, autonomic decision, conflict resolution, reporting, UC specific API, VNF catalog, and alarms and events. Although at this stage this API has not been designed yet and it will be done as next step along the roadmap of SELFNET project, the envisioned functionalities are the following.
(i) AuthN/AuthZ/PDP. This controls not only the access to the platform but also the actions that each user can perform, that is, managing user groups and permissions. Within this API a PDP exists that, via a service adapter, interacts with other layers, like OSS/BSS, and controls higher permissions out of SELFNET's scope. This not only is the entry point for SELFNET's GI but also allows for the appearance of other custom applications to be developed in the future or the integration of already existing applications.
(ii) Infrastructure Overview. It offers functions to control and manage SELFNET service provider physical resources consumed by a specific service. Using this, the service administrator can evaluate the service performance.
(iii) Monitoring. It allows the network administrator to understand if all SLAs or KPIs are being fulfilled as requested. Through this, the administrator will be capable of recovering HoN, QoE, and QoS metrics.
(iv) Service Composition. It offers an overview of the service, that is, all the VNFs that compose the service, but also an interface to control and manage these VNFs. Changing service's SLAs or KPIs and manual operations like scaling, removing, reconfiguring, or migrating the service will be available on this module.
(v) Autonomic Decision. Based on the defined SLAs and KPIs, SELFNET will perform autonomic decisions, like scale service's physical resources. The Autonomic API will not only list these decisions but also allow a feedback system that will improve the data mining system responsible for improving these decisions. In addition, it will provide capabilities to assist in the configuration of the autonomic policies that govern SELFNET self/organized capabilities. level of human intervention will be required, and thus the Conflict Resolution API will be called to action providing methods to solve the conflicts and overrule actions. In fact, the network administrator has the privilege to stop, verify, or manually enforce any of the actions.
(vii) Reporting. All service logs will be available through the report interface, differentiated by its own category and level, so the logs can easily be traced by service, date, and level.
(viii) UC Specific API. Any specific API, related to a use case, can be included in the SELFNET Northbound. This adaptation falls under the UC specific API.
(ix) VNF Catalog. In order to have an overview of the available VNFs there is an interface, VNF Catalogue, responsible for listing and describing each VNF available on the SELFNET's catalogue. The services can query this interface in order to select which VNF to use in different situations.
(x) Alarms and Events. In order to report every alarm and system event, for example, whenever a VNF fails or a VNF instance is scaled, there is an alarm and report interface. These operations will be sent to an external message queue that will be used to report these cases to systems that need this information. This module allows a control over who receives a specific alarm and where an alarm must be sent.
SELFNET Graphical User Interface Sublayer. The GI will be the main interaction point between SELFNET's operators and the SELFNET framework. In order to retrieve and send information to/from the SELFNET's framework, the REST API client allows seamlessly accessing SELFNET Northbound APIs' features. All information displayed by the GI as well as all the features provided by it will use SELFNET Northbound APIs' provided features. GI will authenticate its usage by requesting users to insert a valid set of credentials and not only check if a given user can access the SELFNET's GI but also identify the respective role of the authenticated user. This role will be used by GI to filter which features will be unlocked and displayed to the user. SELFNET's GI will allow viewing and managing SELF-NET both on a high level and on a low level. On a higher level, users allowed will be able to see the current status of SELF-NET monitoring system's KPIs as well as listing system errors, messages, and warnings. Users will be able to audit SELF-NET's autonomous decisions allowing users to understand if autonomously taken actions are valid. Users will also be able to take actions on these autonomous behaviours, correcting problems that may arise. As mentioned before, SELFNET will provide a low-level view on SELFNET's deployed sensors and devices listing them and allowing selecting each one of them in order to view its information or take an action. For each device, its performance, logging information, and errors will be available allowing operators to check the status of each one of them. Furthermore, the connections with other devices and sensors will also be listed allowing operators to understand its interactions and communications flow. By using this GI, operators will be able to take actions on these sensors' and devices' behaviours by reconfiguring their properties and interconnections.
Conclusions
This paper presented the SELFNET reference architecture for Self-Organized Network Management in Virtualized and 16 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks Software-Defined Networks, contextualizing it with related work and elaborating on the used technologies.
SELFNET is a scalable, extensible, and smart network management architecture which explored the integration of cutting-edge technologies widely recognized as key enabling technologies for 5G systems, such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Self-Organizing Network (SON), Cloud Computing, and Artificial Intelligence to implement an autonomic network management system addressing a number of essential management tasks, such as automated network monitoring, autonomic network maintenance, automated deployment of network tools, and automated network service provisioning.
The SELFNET design focused on three major network management concerns: self-protection, self-healing, and selfoptimization, to propose its six layers' architecture topology: the Infrastructure Layer, the Virtualized Network Layer, the SON Control Layer, the SON Autonomic Layer, the NFV Orchestration and Management Layer, and the Access Layer. These layers have been proposed in line with the NFV and SDN concepts, namely, on the ETSI architecture that is determined by ETSI.
SELFNET introduces intelligence, self-organizing, and autonomic capacities to 5G networks, providing an open environment to foster innovation and decrease the CAPEX and OPEX of new applications.
More information about SELFNET project can be found at the website [4] and more details on the work present on this paper will be publically available on SELFNET Deliverable 2.1-Use Cases Definition and Requirements of the System and its Components [40] .
